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We describe a proposed all-dielectric laser-driven undulator for the generation of coherent short
wavelengths and explore the required electron beam parameters for its operation. The key concept for
this laser-driven undulator is its ability to provide phase synchronicity between the deflection force from
the laser and the electron beam for a distance that is much greater than the laser wavelength. Because of
the possibility of high-peak electric fields from ultrashort pulse lasers on dielectric materials, the proposed
undulator is expected to produce phase-synchronous GV=m deflection fields on a relativistic electron
bunch and therefore lead to a very compact free electron based radiation device.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The proposed undulator device is motivated by the
possibility of future dielectric-based laser-driven particle
accelerators that are expected to produce GeV=m accel-
eration gradients accompanied by a low-emittance, low-
energy spread, and high-repetition rate attosecond electron
pulses [1–6]. Development efforts for ultralow emittance
[7] and optically bunched electron sources [8,9] as well as
for dielectric-structure laser-driven particle accelerators
are underway [10–13], and although these technologies
are presently not mature, the possibility of a compatible
undulator device that takes advantage of the ultrashort
electron pulse structure appears worthwhile to explore.

Besides the proposed dielectric accelerator-undulator
scheme several different advanced free-electron radiation
concepts for ultrashort coherent wavelength generation are
being investigated. For example, active undulators formed
by very intense free-space waves inside optical resonators
[14] or delivered by multiterawatt to petawatt laser systems
[15] have been proposed. Furthermore microwave-cavity
based active undulators are also being investigated [16,17].
Finally plasma wakefield accelerators [18–20] and laser-
driven optical bunchers [21–23] are being considered as
high-peak current, ultrashort pulse electron sources that
feed into permanent-magnet undulators. The distinguish-
ing feature of the undulator proposed here is that this is an
active all-dielectric microstructure with an undulator pe-
riod independent and much longer relative to the driving
laser wavelength, and whose design is focused for opera-
tion with moderate power, high-repetition rate compact
lasers. The proposed dielectric-structure accelerator-
undulator system is not targeted for large electron bunch
charges and high-peak x-ray pulses, but instead attempts to
exploit the advantage of small tabletop mode-locked lasers
capable of MHz repetition rates to generate similar x-ray
photon repetition rate from a meter-scale footprint device.

The electron source for the proposed undulator is ideally
a dielectric-structure laser-driven particle accelerator. Such

an accelerator is an optical microstructure device that
includes an electron beam vacuum channel with a geome-
try designed to couple a laser beam into an accelerating
force that remains overlapped with the relativistic electron
bunch traveling inside the vacuum channel. The dielectric
substrate of the structure allows for application of high-
peak power near-infrared laser beams [24,25] and when
operated with few-femtosecond pulses is expected to sup-
port multi-GV=m peak electric fields that result in
few-GeV=m acceleration gradients. This opens the possi-
bility for GeV-energy electron beams from a few-meter
accelerator structure.

Similar to rf accelerators, the longitudinal electric field
component from a confined electromagnetic wave provides
the accelerating force, and the structure geometry is de-
signed such that this force remains phase synchronous with
the relativistic particle. Some rf accelerators are capable of
producing electron beams with a fractional energy spread
of ��=� < 10�4 and a bunch length c�b � 10�4 �EM,
where �EM is the wavelength of the driving electromag-
netic wave [26]. Structure-based laser-driven particle ac-
celerators operate by the same acceleration principle and
are therefore expected to accomplish comparable energy
spread and fractional bunch duration values. However,
since the wavelength from near-infrared 1 �m lasers is
scaled down by 4 orders of magnitude electron bunches
with durations in the few-attosecond range become a pos-
sibility. This represents a major motivation for exploring an
undulator that could be placed downstream of such a future
attosecond GeV electron source. Electron injectors that
deliver such electron beams do not exist at the present
time, but research on optically driven attosecond electron
emitters [8,9] and on low-energy attosecond bunchers [27]
is taking place.

The reduction of the spatial features of the accelerator
structure to submicron dimensions scales down the pos-
sible transverse electron bunch dimensions to similar val-
ues. It has been estimated that transverse normalized
emittance values on the order of 10�9 m rad will be re-
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quired for efficient transport of such electron beams
through these structures [4,28,29]. The miniaturization
and the ultralow-emittance requirements come at the ex-
pense of the possible bunch charge that can be supported
by these accelerators. The loss factors from these structures
are estimated to lie in the 100 GeV=m=pC range and thus
only allow for maximum bunch charges in the fC range
[30].

Not surprisingly, the successful implementation of these
accelerators lies in the future. However, if this technology
is proven a meter-long dielectric-based laser particle ac-
celerator could deliver an already optically bunched GeV
energy electron beam with attosecond pulse structure into
an undulator. If a tabletop system is sought a matching
compact undulator will be highly desirable. To this end we
propose a dielectric microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS)-based undulator structure that consists of laser-
driven deflection elements and has electron beam transport
requirements that match those of structure-based laser-
driven particle accelerators. The key property of the pro-
posed dielectric undulator is that the deflection force de-
livered from the laser beam inside the structure is phase
synchronous with the electron beam. This allows the un-
dulator period to be independent and for our purpose much
longer than the wavelength of the driving laser.

We first describe the basics of the principle of laser-
driven particle deflection that forms the basic building
block of the proposed undulator. This is followed by the
description of a possible quartz-based undulator structure
that can be manufactured with existing microfabrication
technology. Next, the maximum deflection force that is
possible for this dielectric undulator is calculated.
Finally, the requirements for FEL operation from the pro-
posed undulator are discussed with an assumed set of
electron beam parameters from a laser-driven particle
accelerator.

II. THE ARCHITECTURE OF PROPOSED
UNDULATOR STRUCTURE

A planar undulator with a period �u that exerts a de-
flection force of amplitude F? that varies sinusoidally with
path length on a relativistic electron has an undulator
parameter K of the form

 K �
2��u
mc2 F?: (1)

A free-space electromagnetic wave interacting linearly
with a free relativistic particle produces an effective un-
dulator period �u that is comparable to the wavelength � of
the electromagnetic wave, that is, �u � �. In contrast, for
the proposed undulator we seek a condition that allows the
optical near-field to generate a deflection force with an
effective undulator period that satisfies �u � � and thus
brings about a corresponding enhancement of K. The
operation principle of the proposed dielectric laser-driven
undulator is similar in many respects to that of dielectric-
structure laser-driven particle accelerators. However, in
addition to providing an acceleration force the proposed
undulator can also generate an additional phase-
synchronous deflection force whose direction is deliber-
ately reversed externally at regular intervals to form the
undulator.

To attain extended phase synchronicity between the
laser electromagnetic wave and the relativistic electron
bunch, we explore the concept of introducing a periodic
phase modulation equal to the wavelength of the electro-
magnetic field near the particle trajectory. Laser-driven
particle accelerators that employ this principle have been
proposed in the past [4,5]. The same concept is applied
here to find the conditions that lead to phase-synchronous
particle deflection. A perspective view of a section of the
proposed deflection structure is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The
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FIG. 1. (Color) (a) Perspective view of a section of the proposed deflection structure element. (b) Top view of a section of the structure.
While the periodic grooves maintain phase synchronicity, the laser pulse-front tilt guarantees synchronicity of the laser pulse envelope
with the relativistic electron bunch traveling in the vacuum channel.
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grooves introduce a periodic phase modulation of the
electromagnetic field in the vacuum channel that is respon-
sible for the extended phase-synchronicity condition with
the electron beam. The period of the vacuum channel
grooves, denoted by �p in Fig. 1, is chosen such that its
projection on the electron beam propagation axis equals
the laser wavelength � such that �p � � cos�. The key
element that enables this specific structure to provide a
synchronous nonzero deflection force from the laser elec-
tromagnetic wave is the orientation of the periodic grooves
of the vacuum channel. As shown in Fig. 1 these lie at an
angle � with respect to the electron beam trajectory.

To analyze the laser-electron interaction in this struc-
ture, it is convenient to introduce two coordinate systems;
one that is aligned to the structure grooves �x̂; ŷ; ẑ�, and
another that is aligned to the electron beam trajectory
�x̂0; ŷ0; ẑ0�. The laser beam is a plane wave with the phase
front at normal incidence to the structure, traveling in the
x̂-direction. If the incoming laser beam is an ultrashort
pulse its envelope has to be tilted to maintain overlap
with the electron traveling inside the vacuum channel, as
is shown in Fig. 1(b). The envelope tilt, known as pulse-
front tilt, is a separate condition that is not to be mistaken
for the orientation of the phase-front of the incoming wave.
The particle is assumed to have a uniform, time-
independent velocity v� c and the structure is approxi-
mated by having infinite extent in the z-direction. In the
coordinate system of the structure the particle’s velocity is
~v � c�cos�ŷ� sin�ẑ�.

A configuration of this type, where the periodic groove
direction is oriented at an angle to the electron beam,
satisfies the phase-synchronicity condition for a nonzero
deflection force acting on a speed-of-light particle [31].
This can be understood by first considering the special
case, where the input laser field is monochromatic and
has its magnetic field component aligned with the grooves
in the ŷ-axis (a TM-polarized wave). For such a polariza-
tion, the nonzero field components inside the vacuum
channel are Ex, Ey, and Bz. Because of the periodicity of
the structure, the field components inside the vacuum
channel are also periodic [32]. A TM plane wave at normal
incidence on the structure generates field components
along the electron beam trajectory inside the vacuum
channel that have the form

 Ex�x; 0; z; t� �
X�1

n��1

Uneinkpxeikct�i�

Ey�x; 0; z; t� �
X�1

n��1

Vneinkpxeikct�i�

Bz�x; 0; z; t� �
X�1

n��1

Wneinkpxeikct�i�;

(2)

where kp � 2�=�p and k � 2�=�. The coefficients for
which n � 0 represent the 0th transmission order through

the structure which is a plane wave. The other orders create
the field modulation that we are interested in. Inside the
vacuum channel the time harmonic fields Ex, Ey, and Bz
are related by Maxwell’s equations in vacuum and the
Fourier coefficients of Ey and Bz are found to be related by

 Vn � �
nkp
k=c

Wn: (3)

The particle’s trajectory is described by ~r�t� �
�ct cos�; 0; ct sin�� and the particle’s velocity vector is
given by ~v�t� � c�x̂ cos�� ẑ sin��. Hence, the average
force components can be described in terms of the
Fourier coefficients

 

hFxi�qRe
�

1

�

Z �

0

X�1
n��1

Uneis�kpncos��k��i�ds
�

hFyi�qRe
�

1

�

Z �

0

X�1
n��1

�Vn�ccos�Wn�e
is�kpncos��k��i�ds

�

hFzi�0; (4)

where due to the oblique trajectory of the electron beam
with respect to the grating its path length in one structure
period �p equals the laser wavelength � and is given by
� � �p= cos� [see Fig. 1(a)]. The term e�i� is a constant
that represents the optical phase of the particle with respect
to the field and can be taken out of the path integral. For the
possibility of hFxi and hFyi to be nonzero, there has to be
one order n in the sum of Eq. (4) that possesses a non-
oscillatory term, that is,

 nkp � k= cos� � 0: (5)

When this condition is satisfied for the nth coefficient in
Eq. (6), the average deflection gradient simplifies to

 hFyi=q � Re�e�i�Wn�sin2�: (6)

Equation (6) establishes that a continuous, phase-
synchronous deflection force can be produced by a mono-
chromatic plane wave impinging on a periodic structure at
normal incidence. Notice that when the tilt angle � be-
tween the particle trajectory and the structure is zero the
phase-synchronous deflection force hFyi vanishes. This
establishes the necessity for a nonzero tilt angle for the
specific deflection structure proposed here. A similar con-
dition that requires � � 0 for a nonzero phase-
synchronous deflection force is also found to apply for
the orthogonal polarization. The force components of
Eq. (4) are specified in the �x; y; z� structure coordinates.
However, we are interested in expressing these in the
particle’s coordinate system �x0; y0; z0� by applying a rota-
tion � about the y-axis:
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hFx0 i � hFxi cos�� hFzi sin� � hFacci

hFz0 i � �hFxi sin�� hFzi cos� � hF?;z0 i

hFy0 i � hFyi � hF?;y0 i;

(7)

where hFacci is the average acceleration force experienced
by the particle and hF?;y0 i and hF?;z0 i are the average
horizontal and vertical deflection forces, respectively.
The total deflection force experienced by the particle is
hF?i � �hF?;y0 i

2 � hF?;z0 i
2�1=2.

The laser-driven deflection forces from periodic struc-
tures can also be generated with oblique incidence plane
waves and pulse-front tilted laser beams, which are a linear
superposition of monochromatic plane waves where the
propagation direction of the particular plane wave is re-
lated to its wavelength [33]. For such laser beams it is
found that, in addition to the phase-synchronicity condition
for the center wavelength described by Eq. (5), a pulse-
front tilt angle tan � 1= cos� is required for maintaining
overlap of the pulse envelope with the particle traveling
inside the vacuum channel. A proof that includes these
generalized aspects is presented elsewhere [31].

Cascaded sections of the proposed laser-deflection struc-
ture with Mu grating periods may form an undulator if the
sign of the deflection force from the laser is alternated
between the individual sections, resulting in an undulator
period �u that corresponds to two such structure sections;
�u � 2Mu�. For a laser wavelength of �� 1 �m and an
undulator period �u � 1 mm, each section includes several
hundred grating periods and is ideally powered by a sepa-
rate laser beam whose optical phase and polarization are
tuned to provide the desired sign of the force. For a
dedicated deflection structure it is desirable to cancel the
longitudinal force component, and linear superposition of
separate input laser beams on the dielectric structure can
provide such a condition [31]. However, due to the large
loss factor in these narrow-aperture structures, an addi-
tional laser-driven acceleration force that accompanies
the deflection force and counters the deceleration from
longitudinal wakefields in the structure will be highly
desirable.

III. A DIELECTRIC-BASED LASER-DRIVEN
UNDULATOR STRUCTURE

A specific structure example that delivers a significant
deflection gradient is discussed in this section. Crystalline
dielectric materials that can be micromachined are ideal
substrates for the proposed undulator. Besides the ability
for microfabrication, the physical properties of the material
in question determine its suitability. Key factors for a
choice of a specific material include its chemical stability,
melting point, thermal conductivity, and the index of re-
fraction. For example, synthetic diamond possesses a very
high thermal conductivity and high index of refraction but
decomposes to graphite at relatively low temperatures and

is difficult to manufacture. Sapphire or yttrium oxide also
possess large indices of refraction and have high melting
points but feature lower thermal conductivities. Certain
oxides become chemically unstable in vacuum and chemi-
cally reduce in the presence of UV radiation. Fluorides
such as MgF or CaF2 possess the highest melting point and
can withstand intense UV radiation in vacuum but have
relatively low indices of refraction. In sum, the determi-
nation of the best-suited dielectric medium for an accel-
erator or undulator structure is a multifaceted problem in
its own right and is a subject of separate study that lies
beyond this concept proposal article. Although crystal
quartz may not be the ultimate material of choice for this
application, its nanofabrication technology is well devel-
oped and hence it is potentially an ideal substrate for future
experiments aimed to test the conceptual ideas explored
here. Quartz has an index of refraction of 1.58 at 800 nm, a
band gap of 8.4 eV and as found with many other crystal-
line dielectric materials shows resistance to color center
formation from high-energy photons and from neutrons
[34]. Other high-band-gap materials like Y2O3, YAG, or
SiC have higher indices of refraction but are more difficult
to micromachine.

Consider a quartz-based undulator with a geometry as
shown in Fig. 2(a), where the vacuum channel width w is
chosen to be 0:4 � and the other geometry parameters are
optimized for a maximum deflection force. Numerical
evaluation of the field components reveals that the maxi-
mum deflection is found to occur at a combination of
groove depth g � 0:85 � and a tilt angle � � 25	. For
these parameters, the deflection force is hF?=qi � 0:15
and the acceleration force is hFacc=qi � 0:3, where the
incoming wave is TM polarized and has a unit field am-
plitude jElaserj � 1. Comparable but slightly lower accel-
eration and deflection gradients are found for the opposite
polarization.

The maximum gradient of the structure is set by the laser
damage fluence of the material and local highest peak field
intensity present anywhere in the structure. It is found that
the maximum peak field amplitude occurs at the surface of
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FIG. 2. (Color) (a) Rayleigh length LR and one-dimensional
FEL gain length LG0 versus undulator period for a 20 fC electron
bunch �u. (b) FEL parameter � versus bunch duration �b for an
undulator period of 0.3 mm and 20 fC bunch charge.
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dielectric in the narrow region of the vacuum channel and
is nearly 3 times the input laser amplitude; jEsurfacej �
3jElaserj. The maximum field is not to exceed the break-
down limit of the material, which depends on the laser
wavelength and pulse format. The surface dielectric break-
down strength from ultrashort laser pulses with � < 1 psec
has been observed to break the �1=2 dependence seen with
longer pulses and to remain near 1–2 J=cm2 [24,25].
Assuming a damage fluence of 1 J=cm2, the maximum
applicable peak electric field from a 10 fsec laser pulse is
approximately jEsurfacej � 27 GV=m. Therefore the maxi-
mum input laser field amplitude is 3 times lower, and the
corresponding acceleration and deflection force compo-
nents take maximum values of hFacc=qi � 2:7 GV=m and
hF?=qi � 1:3 GV=m. This laser-driven deflection effect
corresponds to an equivalent magnetic deflection force of
�4T on a relativistic charged particle.

IV. PARAMETERS PROPOSED FOR FEL
OPERATION

The possibility of generation of FEL radiation from the
proposed undulator is analyzed with a specific example of
assumed electron beam parameters from a dielectric-
structure laser-driven particle accelerator which are listed
in Table I. As described in the Introduction, the electron
beam from such accelerators is expected to show ultralow-
emittance values and bunch durations in the attosecond
regime. The bunch charge listed in Table I is derived with
simple longitudinal beam loading considerations in the
Appendix.

The acceptable length of the undulator and possible
undulator period values are derived from electron beam,
from photon beam transport considerations, and from the
one-dimensional FEL conditions.

A. Beam transport through the dielectric undulator

The narrow aperture of the dielectric undulator deter-
mines the maximum possible electron spot size and bunch
charge that can be transported through the structure. For
simplicity a round beam is considered. As a beam transport
criterion, the beam should be smaller than half the vacuum
channel width shown in Fig. 2(a), which corresponds to a
beam diameter of D0 � 200 nm. Although periodic focus-

ing for extended propagation of such beam diameters is
possible, the present discussion will only consider simple
beam drift inside a short undulator section whose practical
length is limited by the electron and the photon beam
expansion inside the undulator vacuum channel. Practical
dimensions for a monolithic dielectric MEMS structure
such as the proposed undulator are on the order of a few-
cm in length. This sets a limit on the geometric emittance
of the beam, whose focal depth	
 should be comparable to
the length of the undulator if no periodic focusing is to be
considered. Therefore 	
 is to be longer than 1 cm and for
the assumed electron beam diameterD0 have a correspond-
ing geometric emittance "geom �D2

0=4	
 � 10�12 m rad.
Hence, for an electron beam with a normalized emittance
of "N � 10�9 m rad, a gamma factor of � > 103 will be
required for successful transport through the structure. In
the remainder of this article, a specific electron beam
energy of 2 GeV (�� 4� 103) will be assumed. These
beam parameters set 	
 at �4 cm. In addition to the
electron beam transport, the propagation and spread of
the photon beam has to be considered as well. As a coarse
criterion, the Rayleigh range of the photon beam with a
waist equal to the electron beam should be comparable to
the 	
 of the electron beam. The photon wavelength that
satisfies a Rayleigh range ZR > 1 cm and a beam waist of
!0 � 10�7 m should be �r < 2�!2

0=ZR � 10�10 m with a
corresponding undulator period of �u � 10�4 m. Finally,
the maximum electron bunch charge is determined by the
loss factor from the narrow-aperture structure. The
Appendix presents an order-of-magnitude estimate for
the loss factor of the configuration described here, which
arrives at a value of �100 GeV=pC-m and an allowable
bunch charge of �20 fC. As verified with general particle
tracer (GPT) [35] an electron beam with parameters of
Table I is emittance and not space charge dominated.
GPT predicts that a tenfold increase in bunch charge is
required to reduce 	
 by a factor of 2 from space-charge
effects.

B. Conditions from the one-dimensional FEL model

The emittance, gain length, and energy spread condi-
tions for the one-dimensional FEL approximation can
serve as a guide for determining the range of possible
undulator period values compatible with FEL operation.
First, the normalized emittance has to follow

 " < ��r=4���: (8)

For the target normalized emittance of "N � 10�9 m rad,
the radiation wavelength should satisfy �r > 10�12 m. On
the other hand, it was determined earlier that for a suffi-
ciently long Rayleigh range �r < 10�10 m. These two
wavelength restrictions alone establish that 10�12 < �r <
10�10 m. This range is reduced further by the second one-
dimensional FEL condition that requires the FEL gain
length to be shorter than the Rayleigh range, namely,

TABLE I. Electron beam parameters expected for structure-
based laser-driven particle accelerators.

Beam energy 2 GeV
Transverse emittance 
N 10�9 m rad
Energy spread ��=� 0.1%
Drive wavelength �EM 1 �m
Bunch duration �b �b � 5 attosec
Bunch charge 20 fC
Spot size 200 nm
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 LG < LR: (9)

The gain length describes the inverse of the amplitude
exponential growth rate and in the one-dimensional
steady-state FEL model is given by

 LG0 �
�����������������

B2�une
3
p : (10)

Since the electron bunch charge and the electron spot size
have been established to be �20 fC and 200 nm, respec-
tively, the bunch duration is the remaining free parameter
to determine the particle density ne in Eq. (10). As de-
scribed earlier, structure loaded laser-driven particle accel-
erators can support electron bunch lengths of �1=103 of
the driving electromagnetic wave, and for 1 �m laser
wavelengths this scales down to few-attosecond bunches.
Figure 2(a) shows a plot of the FEL gain length LG0��u�
and the corresponding Rayleigh range LR��u� plotted ver-
sus the undulator period at bunch durations of 2, 5, and
10 attosec. To satisfy the inequality of Eq. (9) undulator
periods of �u � 0:5 mm or shorter are required. As a
design example consider �u � 0:3 mm and �b �
5 attosec, such that LR � 4LG0. Such a condition allows
for some degradation of the effective gain length from field
slippage and other factors.

Finally, the third one-dimensional FEL condition con-
sidered here requires that the fractional energy spread of
the beam be smaller than the FEL parameter, that is,
��=� < �. Figure 2(b) shows the corresponding FEL
parameter �1D expected from the one-dimensional FEL
model as a function of the electron bunch duration for
�u � 0:3 mm and the same electron beam parameters as
in Fig. 2(a). It can be appreciated that to satisfy ��=� < �
the required beam energy spread ��=� should be less than
0.5%. The target electron beam and undulator parameters
for the proposed FEL operation are summarized in Table II
and are employed to model the expected FEL growth.

Slippage from the short electron bunch can be expected
to significantly lengthen the effective gain length and to
determine the FEL pulse shape emerging from the undu-
lator. When the ratio of the bunch length �b to the coop-
eration length Lc is �b=Lc < 2�, the FEL process lies in
the short pulse regime [36]. The cooperation length is
given by Lc � ��r=�u�LG0. A 5 attosec electron bunch
traversing the proposed undulator has a length �b �
136 �r, and with LG0 � 7 mm [see Fig. 2(a)] the coopera-
tion length is Lc � 21 �r. Hence, �b=Lc � 6 belongs to
the short bunch regime that is dominated by slippage,
where the FEL temporal structure is expected to feature a
single smooth peak. Figure 3 illustrates the expected FEL
pulse evolution from four different input electron bunches
with the parameters of Table I at three different locations in
the undulator. The FEL field evolution in Fig. 3 was
modeled by numerical evaluation of the one-dimensional
particle pendulum equations and the one-dimensional field
envelope growth equation. The initial state of the electron
bunch was specified by assigning initial energy and longi-
tudinal phase offset coordinates for each particle in a
Gaussian distribution.

As shown in Fig. 3(d) saturation is expected to be
reached within �550 undulator periods, which corre-
sponds to �25 gain lengths. At saturation 106 photons
are expected, corresponding to an FEL pulse energy of
�20 nJ and an effective FEL parameter of �eff �
UFEL=Ubeam � 5� 10�4. This saturation value is in agree-
ment with the expected FEL parameter from the one-
dimensional steady-state model shown in Fig. 2(b).
However, the effective FEL growth rate in Fig. 3(d) is

TABLE II. Target electron beam, undulator, and photon pa-
rameters.

Electron beam parameters

Beam energy 2 GeV
Transverse emittance 10�9 m rad
Energy spread 0.1%
Bunch duration �b � 5 attosec
Bunch charge 20 fC
Spot size 200 nm
Undulator parameters
Undulator period 0.3 mm
Undulator strength K 0.14
Undulator length 12 cm (400 periods)
Photon parameters
Wavelength 1:0� 10�11 m
Photon energy 120 keV
Rayleigh range 25 mm
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FIG. 3. (Color) Temporal FEL power profiles at (a) 400 undu-
lator periods (12 cm), (b) 500 undulator periods (15 cm), and
(c) 900 undulator periods (27 cm). (d) Integrated pulse energy
expressed as total number of center-wavelength photons versus
undulator period.
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lower than that expected from the one-dimensional steady-
state model and can be accounted for by the field slippage
from the short electron bunch. Following semianalytical
models that include longitudinal pulse structure, the effec-
tive gain length can be approximated by LG � LG0�1�
Ns�r=3�b� [37], which results in LG � 2:1 LG0 or 45
undulator periods with the assumed parameters. This is
in agreement with slope of the FEL power growth curves
shown in Fig. 3(d).

Finally, Figs. 3(a)–3(c) support the prediction from
analytical models for the formation of a single FEL pulse
with the parameters specified in Table I. Shorter undulators
having 500 periods or less are expected to produce lower
pulse energies with a wide shot-to-shot pulse energy jitter
while undulators longer than the saturation length can be
expected to produce a more uniform pulse intensity but
with a larger timing jitter. In the absence of electron beam
focusing, the undulator length will be limited to the trans-
verse growth of the electron beam. With the vacuum chan-
nel width of twice the focused bunch diameter clipping of
the electron beam from the undulator walls starts to occur
with an undulator length of L� 4 	
, or 530 undulator
periods. Therefore in the absence of focusing a maximum
undulator length of �400 periods or shorter is possible
with the electron beam parameters of Table II.

Because of the fC-scale bunch charge, the photon flux
from the proposed undulator is of �105 photons per FEL
pulse, 4 orders of magnitude below that of large-scale x-ray
FEL facilities. However, the moderate-power solid-state
lasers that are to power the proposed structure-based ac-
celerator and undulator are compatible with MHz repeti-
tion rates and therefore allow for an integrated x-ray
photon flux than can be comparable to that of large-scale
facilities.

To summarize, the electron beam transport and FEL
radiation conditions impose a narrow operating range
both on the electron beam and on FEL radiation wave-
lengths possible with the proposed undulator. Beam trans-
port considerations and the one-dimensional FEL
conditions place an acceptable FEL radiation wavelength
range of 10�12 < �r < 10�11 m and in the absence of
beam focusing limit the acceptable undulator length to a
few-cm. Except for the very short electron bunch duration,
all other beam parameters in Table I were selected by
employing the one-dimensional FEL model as a design
guide, and the expected deviations from this model can be
accounted for by the field slippage from the short electron
bunch.

Finally, the expected high photon energy and low FEL
parameter prompt the question of possible quantum effects
on the SASE-FEL from the proposed system. However,
despite the high photon energy the selected 2 GeV kinetic
energy of the electrons is much higher and the fractional
energy loss from recoil with the FEL photons becomes
negligible. The quantum FEL parameter, defined by the

ratio of the final momentum spread of the electron beam at
saturation and the photon momentum recoil [38,39] serves
as a guide for possible FEL operation in the quantum
regime:

 �� � �
mc�
@kr

: (11)

� is the classical FEL parameter that was estimated to be
�5� 10�4,m is the electron mass, c is the speed of light, @
is Planck’s constant, and kr � 2�=�r the FEL photon
wave number. The quantum FEL parameter resulting
from the proposed photon and electron beam properties
of Table II is ��� 83. Quantum effects become relevant
when �� � 1, and in light of this the classical electrody-
namics approach taken here seems an accurate description
of the expected FEL process.

V. SUMMARY

This article described a possible tabletop FEL system
that is entirely based on microstructure optical compo-
nents. The main aspects that separate this concept from
other existing or proposed FEL systems are the envisioned
implementation of high-repetition rate moderate-power
lasers and the use of dielectric microstructures that shape
the electromagnetic fields for the manipulation of the free
electrons, both for particle acceleration and for deflection
in an all-dielectric undulator.

The large deflection gradients from the proposed laser-
driven undulator and the possibility of attosecond-duration
electron bunches caused by the driving wavelength could
lead to a few-cm long undulator and for the possibility of
generation of x rays with corresponding temporal pulse
structure and photon energies in the hundred keV range
from a meter-scale device. Although of lower pulse energy
than large-scale FEL facilities, the MHz repetition rate will
allow for a continuous pulse-train operation and circum-
vent the need for macropulse operation and low-repetition
rate power cycling. Therefore noise sources from acoustic
and heat transients introduced by power cycling could be
entirely suppressed with the proposed system and, as is
possible with solid-state lasers, further stabilization from
active feedback systems with multi-kHz bandwidth be-
comes a natural possibility. In sum, the proposed FEL
system is expected to possess an inherently better stability
due to the possibility of quasi-cw operation.

VI. OUTLOOK

The proposed undulator was described for operation
with electron beam parameters expected from future
structure-based laser-driven particle accelerators. Since
their development is in its infancy, their application
dielectric-microstructure laser-driven particle accelerators
with the proposed undulator is unlikely to become a reality
in the near future. On the other hand, other more mature
high-gradient accelerator technologies may function as
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near-term electron test sources for the proposed undulator.
One such technology is laser-driven plasma wakefield
acceleration, which has accomplished dramatic improve-
ments in its beam energy spread and emittance parameters
to levels that now rival conventional rf accelerators [40].
Not surprisingly, there are experimental efforts to apply
this particle accelerator technology as an electron source
for permanent-magnet undulators [18–20]. These accel-
erators have been shown to produce bunches of >100 pC
charge at 1 GeV energy having a femtosecond time struc-
ture within a centimeter distance [41]. These bunch
charges are large enough to consider emittance and energy
filtering to produce GeV electron bunches of few fC with
parameters comparable to those of Table II that could be
injected into a dielectric centimeter-long undulator to pro-
duce femtosecond x rays. Such a plasma-dielectric-
structure hybrid that could be worthwhile in itself to ex-
plore further.

Although one particular scenario that is of interest to the
authors was described in some depth, the ultimate design
parameters for the proposed undulator will depend on their
degree of success and on their limitations that are yet to be
fully established. Nonetheless the prospect of generating
coherent x-ray pulses from a microstructure based device
powered by a high-repetition rate mode-locked laser sys-
tem presents the possibility of an ultracompact free-
electron based radiation device. Possible improvements
to the presented system include concepts that are already
under consideration for other FEL systems, such as recy-
cling of the laser beam that powers the accelerator structure
[42], resonating of the x-ray photons [43], or recycling of
the electron beam such as proposed for future x-ray FELs
driven by superconducting accelerators [44].
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APPENDIX: ESTIMATE OF THE LOSS FACTOR

The deflection elements of the dielectric undulator are
periodic structures and therefore the dominant radiation
mechanism can be expected to be Smith-Purcell (SP)
radiation, which can radiate into the vacuum channel or
into the dielectric medium. The forward SP radiation,
labeled as SP1 in Fig. 4(a), has been analyzed by [45].
For this radiation mechanism to be effective the ratio

between the height of the electron beam above the grating
x0 and the grating period �p have to follow

 4�x0=�p � 1=�: (A1)

The distance of the electron beam from the grating surface
is x0 � 0:2 �p and �� 4� 103. Therefore the forward SP
radiation mechanism is suppressed since 4�x0=�p � 1=�.
On the other hand, the SP radiation into the dielectric
medium, labeled as SP2 in Fig. 4(a), can be expected to
dominate since the structure is designed to efficiently
couple a laser beam from the dielectric medium to the
electron beam in the vacuum channel. The SP2 radiation
is the inverse mechanism of the laser-electron interaction
that was evaluated in Sec. II. For an order-of-magnitude
estimate of the strength of SP2, assume that the electron
bream is a sheet beam of infinite extent having the electron
density that corresponds to the assumed electron bunch
charge in a beam diameter D. This two-dimensional model
yields an overestimate of the coupling of the electron
wakefields with the structure but allows for a simple ana-
lytical analysis based on energy balance considerations
similar in spirit to those carried out for evaluation of
longitudinal wakefields in resonant cavity structures
[46,47]. Here the energy balance is applied to a section
of the structure that covers a length L and a height D. For
the simple two-dimensional geometry, the energy change
on the electron beam over that drift distance L is equal to
the net electromagnetic energy that flows into that volume
of the structure:

 qV �
DL
2Z0
E2

L � �EL � EW�
2��L; (A2)

where EL is the laser field amplitude, EW the overlapping
beam wakefield amplitude, and �L � L=c	 is the drift
time of the charge bunch for the length L. For a single
electron, the wakefield is very small compared to the laser
field; EW � ��EL, where j�j � 1. Therefore the term
that scales as EW

2 in Eq. (A2) can be neglected. In this
limit the work is related to the unloaded laser-acceleration
gradient G1, which is proportional to the input laser field
amplitude; G1 � TjjEL. Therefore the work from the laser
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mechanisms for a periodic structure. (b) Approximate decelerat-
ing gradient versus bunch charge.
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on a single electron is W1 � eV1 � eG1L, and employing
Eq. (A2) it can be rewritten as

 W1 � eV1 � eG1L � eTjjELL�
�DL2E2

L

c	Z0
: (A3)

Therefore the constant � can be expressed as

 � �
e	cTjjZ0

LDEL
: (A4)

For a bunch charge qb � Ne with N electrons, the total
work on the bunch does include the beam loading term that
scales as EW

2 neglected in the derivation of Eq. (A3). For a
bunch with N particles, the total wakefield is EW �
��NEL, and therefore the total work becomes

 WN � eNVN � eNGNL �
DL
2Z0
�2N�E2

L � N�
2E2

L��L:

(A5)

Hence, the effective loaded gradient GN is

 GN � G1 �
T2
jj
Z0	c

2DL
qb � G1 � KLqb; (A6)

where KL is the loss factor. For the proposed undulator
structure, it was found in Sec. II that the acceleration
gradient is �0:3 times the input laser field EL, and hence
Tjj � 0:3. With the assumed electron beam diameter D�
2� 10�7 m, the loss factor from radiating into one dielec-
tric side at the TM polarization is KL � 25 GeV=m-pC.
However, since the electrons can radiate into the two
dielectric sides and can also radiate with about the same
coupling strength into the other polarization, the total loss
factor is 4 times as large, namely KL � 100 GeV=m-pC.
Other dielectric accelerator structures that also transport
submicron diameter electron bunches have been estimated
to have similar loss factor values [30]. Figure 4(b) shows a
plot of the decelerating gradient versus bunch charge.
Requiring a beam loading condition where KLqb � G1

establishes a maximum bunch charge at which the decel-
eration of the bunch is canceled by the laser accelerating
force. In Sec. II it was stated that the expected maximum
unloaded acceleration gradient for the structure is
�4 GeV=m and hence the maximum allowable bunch
charge for which the net loaded gradient is zero is qb �
40 fC. Optimum beam loading occurs at half this charge.
Therefore to study the conditions for FEL radiation from
the dielectric undulator a bunch charge of qb � 20 fC is
assumed.
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